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Visual& Imaging Arts at RIT:

A Survey of NTID and CIAS Students
Abstract
The original purpose of this study was to investigate the role of deaf artists on
the educational and career choices of deaf students. What it has become is a
baseline investigationinto role modelsources for deaf, hard-of-hearing, and
hearing students enrolled in visual/imagingarts classes at Rochester Institute of
Technology(RIT). To ascertain the degree of role modelinfluence, if any, a
thirty-three question survey was administered to approximately 200 college
students enrolled in 15 different visualarts classes taught at the National
TechnicalInstitute for the Deaf (NTID) and the Collegeof Imaging Arts and
Sciences (CIAS).
Numerousstudies, personal testimonies, and commonexperience lead credence to
the belief that positive role models influenceyouth behavior and aspirations. The
literature is replete with these effects on a variety of minorityyouth as wellas
on other marginalmembers of society. However,there is substantially less role
modelinformationspecifically related to the deaf and hard-of-hearing population.
Whereas fields such as math, science, and the performing arts do have notable
deaf professionals serving as role models (Lang and Meath-Lang, 1995), the
absence of contemporary deaf role models is especially noticeable in the visual
arts. By inference, this apparent lack of professional deaf and hard-of-hearing
imaging artists may be attributed to a very real lack of deaf or hard-of-hearing
roles model exposure throughout the formative years.
Speaking in general terms, John Jung (1996) contends that the absence of role
models isn't the problem, per se, rather it is the lack of opportunity which has
minimized the visibility of certain individuals who might be seen as role models.
Basic analysis of survey data shows that while students are motivated and
influenced by others, supportive family members and teachers are taking the lead
in promoting student interests and aspirations in the visual and imaging arts.
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INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
/

Just twenty years ago a study was done which showed that NTID graduates form
technical programs in art, photography, and printing were enjoying career success
equal to their hearing peers (Raco, 1981). The expectation of this illuminating
research back then was that these individuals would serve as role models for
succeeding generations.

Nor does it appear that the success of deaf and hard-of-hearing graduates from
other programs at RIT has had a lasting impact on the students that have followed
in such programs. ChuckBaird,a
nationallyrenowneddeaf artist, earned his BFA
"
from RIT in 1974. YetI he largely went unnoticed by the respondents in this
research.

One might wonder if ChuckBaird benefited from role models. Interestingly, he
"attributes his precociouspassionfor painting"to his high school mentor, Grace
Bilger, a renownwatercolorist on the faculty at the KansasSchool
for the Deaf
.I
(KSD). In the decades since Mr. Baird attended KSDthe
residential environment
I
has changed dramatically.
Deaf role modelsare neither as plentiful, nor are they in contact with as many
students as before. Per Lane,Hoffmeister, and Bahan(1996), residential school
enrollment has declined from over 80'}'0to less than 10%of all deaf students. The
effects of this drastic shift has been the dispersion of deaf youth away from the
institutions wherein the heritage and traditions of Deaf culture have historically
been imbued.

amford@rocketmail.com
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Giventhat vocationalpreparation and training were maingoals of most residential
schools, art education necessarily was discounted. Pursuinga career as an artist
Jif often perceived as a commitmentto poverty. Manyartists support their art
through 'real' jobs. As Raco(1981)noted, graduates form NTID technical training
majors in art, photography,and printing were able to find work commensurate
with their degrees and at comparablewagesto their hearing peers. If this did
happen in vocationaltechnical fields, such influence is not mirrored in the fine arts
today. It should also be noted that the graduates Racocontacted were in
technical programs as opposed to applied art programs.
Current research by Hurwitz, et al (1997), and others around the world, detail a
pervasive environment of depressed expectations regarding career options for
deaf people in a variety of traditional jobs. The lack of luminaries in the visual
arts can only further discourage those students who might otherwise possess the
talent and motivation to fulfill their artistic potential.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Accordingto Darwiniantheory, adaptation to the environmentis essential for
survival. Historically, Deaf culture and languagehas transferred through deaf
children of deaf adults whileattending residential schools. Interfering with this
tradition is the diminishingrole of the residential school as the enculturational
lod

Deaf culture is facing a critical challengeof survivalwith the current

political and economicreality of residential school closures, the changingmission
for those institutions that remain open,and the expandinginfluenceof mainstream
education.
Is Deaf culture evolvingas fast as the society surrounding it? One wonders how
it is adapting to accommodateshifting demographics? Has technologicaland
amford@rocketmail.com
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medical advances, as evinced by cochlear implants and gene therapy, further
fragmented the cohesiveness of the deaf experience? The emergence of
alternative venues for transferring Deaf heritage and Deaf values to new
,)
generations seems essential. One,it tempted to question the long-term viability of
traditional Deaf culture.

Throughout world history, art seems to be present at almost all stages of man's
development.

Art has preserved the history of many societies. More than history

though, art continues to convey societal values; exhibits common experiences; and
serves to reflect the cultures that produce it. Art is critical to Deaf culture in
that it validates a cteaf identity, it lends a sense of self and worth, a sense of
acceptance and belonging to the many deaf that find themselves isolated, even
abandoned, in a hearing world.

In the performing arts, the Deaf community has established a recognized medium
for presenting the broader issues surrounding the pathos of deaf life.

It is a

collaboration of community energy among performers, authors, and audience. As
such, groups such as the National Theater for the Deaf (NTD) and Sunshine II
touch many people in ways that other art mediums can't.

On the other hand, visual imaging arts allow specific experiences of the individual
to be expressed one to one: the artist and the viewer. Has this intimacy been
underutilized?

If one believes in the value of self-expression as a legitimate

means towards self-definition,

then visual and imaging arts must be considered a

valuable medium for such expression. Collectively, various visual representations
of the deaf self may serve to empower the larger communities of both hearing and
deaf by breaking down stereotypes and correcting misconceptions in ways the
performing arts do not.

amford@rocketmai
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LITERA TURE REVIEW

ROLE MODELS IN GENERAL

Whether old or young, the efficacy in having a role model is clearly established
'"

across a spectrum of situations and range of environments(turner &Sherman,
1996; DuBois,1996). Certainly this is easy to accept giventhe frequency role
modelsare touted in education, sports, entertainment, and the media ad naseum.
England'sElaineWilliams(1997) reports that today's youth reject traditional
notions of the role model. In provingher perspective, Williamsnotes the
contrasting differences between Princess Dianaand Mother Theresa. Never mind
that Princess Diana'saccomplishmentsreally can't compare with those of Mother
Theresa. Allthat seems to matter is that Princess Dianawas independent,
vulnerable,youthful, and...she tried, thus makingher the role modelof choice to
younggirls in Great Britain.
The contrarian position is assumed by John Jung (1987) whoquestions the -lack of
controlled observation of the assumed effects of role models." Jung explores
other basic questions involvingmotivationand role modelqualities. He goes on to
distinguish the difference between those who merely modela personal trait or
characteristic that people in general can appreciate, e.g., honesty, determination, a
special talent, etc., versus the motivational and learningfunction of a 'role model.'
Essential to the role modelis a uniquepersonal or emotionaltie that connects the
observer with the role model. It is this affectional bond that lends effectiveness
in influencingthe observer.

amford@rocketmail.com
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WOMEN ROLEMODELS
The conventional wisdom is that the more visible women are in nontraditional
studies or professions, the more likely other women will be encouraged to follow in
kind. Canesand Rosen (1995) can't substantiate or discredit this belief in their
research. One can imagine their shoulders shrugging as they suggest in their
conclusion that it may be that undergraduate women make decisions based on the
reality of their strengths and specific interests.

However, mainJstream media has

well publicized the affects of space pioneer Christa McCauliff cultivating interest
in the sciences amonggirls and young women.

In one particularly sharp essay, Thomas Sowell (1987) factually points out that
socialization and scholastic tracking negate the function of romantic role models,
and Sowell doesn't see the benefit in pragmatic ones. In his words,
People may speak mystically of the need for 'role model' or wax indignant
about employer discrimination.

But the cold fact is that serious study of

mathematics, science, engineering or economics of off limits to most young
women by the time they set foot on a college campus. I'm tempted to point
out that it is the exception, the child who doesn't fit the 'most'
classification who might best benefit from a role model, mystical or
otherwise.

Bev Pike (1993) discusses the Mentoring Artists for Women's Art (MAWA) in
terms of its organizational design for garnering respect for women's art. How
women mentors help women students

in post-secondary

amford@rocketmail.com
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Mary AnnCain's(1994) research. The specific nature of the study, organizational
design, makes it of little use in the more general role modelpicture.
MINORITY ROLEMODELS
The idea of minorityteachers teaching minorities, and role modelingfor them
followsthe same lineof logicbehind the hiring of more deaf educators for deaf
students. Chris Lee (1997) sees the key to role modelsuccess through diversity
away from the anglo-model.
Counteringthis belief is the work of Gentemann &Whitehead (1983) whosuggest
setting up a 'cultural broker' to aide communicationbetween ethnic groups whileat
the same time serving as a role modelto members of the minoritygroups. What's
of real interest here is that the researchers claimsuccess; concludethat the
'broker' need not be a memberof the minoritygroup; and assert that this lowcost
program is effective across cultural and minority lines. One wonders howthe
reality of hearing instructors for the deaf fits the 'cultural broker' model.
EDUCATORS AS ROLE MODELS
Teachers play a significant role in many aspects of modeling for the students they
teach, according to Daiber and Valesey (1997). Unfortunately, they also believe

·

attitude and presence that projects a positive image is enough. A positive
technology teacher is a professional role model." How does one know if one is
projecting a positive image?

·Ask parents what their children say...?" This may be

proof positive for Daiber and Valesey , but I'm not convinced.
While agreeing that children are influenced by 'positive' teachers, Frank Vignon,
head teacher of a high school in England, doesn't believe teachers can seek to be
role models (Williams, 1997).

Mark Tierno (1996) supports William's findings.
amford@roeketmail.eom
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Thus when he states, -Every teacher act serves as a modelthat students may
emulate," it has the appearance of validity because he cites other's research
showingsocial learningoccurs through observation and imitation.
DEAF ROLE MODELS

Tom Raco(1981)found that -graduates for technical programs in art, photography
and printing were experiencingsuccess in employment." Andthat, -They possessed
certain characteristics associated with being role models." He also found that
guidanceand career counselors had a -strong interest in this type of career
informationwith immediateapplicationssuch as direct vocationalcounselingand
updating counselorawareness of these occupations." Racoseemed optimistic about
the documentedsuccesses workingon two levels. Bydisseminatinghis findings to
j
career and guidancecounselors,he felt that they would
then be
cognizant of valid
.,I
tI
options they many not had been aware of before. This,in turnlwould lead to more
interest in these working professionals as deaf role models to the following
generations.

Relativelyfew deaf role models in any field exist within the national arena. Within
school environments,residential schools for the deaf provide the richest source
of deaf role models;typically these are educators and dorm advisors (Langand
Meath-Lang,1996). However,as more and more deaf students are being distanced
for Deaf traditions and the cultural center of residential schools, exposure to even
these deaf role modelsonlyserves to advance the crisis of identity within Deaf
culture itself.
j
DeCaro,Dowilbyand Maruggi(1983) found that in spite of certain empowering
legislationand highlypublicizedevents within Deaf culture, career choices for
~.
deaf peopleare limited by the expectations of parents and teachers O. Such
amford@rocketmail.com
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limitingattitudes continue to be documentedcross-culturally and within the deaf
community(Parasnis, DeCaroand Roman,1993 &1996). Most currently Hurwitz,
Weisel, Parasnis, DeCaroand Savir (1997) show that the career limitingbeliefs are
not restricted to highlyindustrialized or high technologycountries. The problem
is pervasive,and global.

amford@rocketmai
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METHOD
RESEARCH TOPIC/QUESTIONS
The main purpose of this study is threefold.

First, to investigate the motivational

reasons behind enrollment in visual arts classes in both NTID and CIAS. Second,
to learn when and who may have been influential in encouraging these students to
develop their artistic

interests.

Third, to learn where students perceive their

best artistic training has come from. Secondary goals include discovering the
similarities and differences between deaf and hearing student's visual arts
interests, experiences, and activities.

SUBJECTS/PARTICIPANTS
Whereas NTID enrollment is normally restricted

to deaf and hard-of-hearing

CIAS courses are open to all RIT students. Students in visual arts classes at both
colleges participated in a thirty-three

question survey about their interests and

experiences in a variety of visual imaging art subjects. Integrated

with the

following discussion are selected tables which summarize and visually present
relevant survey data.

Approximately two hundred surveys were distributed
different

to students in fifteen

classes. The response rate was 70'}'o(n=141) with the following group

dispersion: Deaf n=52; Hard-of-Hearing (HoH) n=1O;Hearing n=79.

In terms of

./

gender, there was an almost even split: 51'}'o(n=73) were males and 49'}'o(n=68~
were female. Thirty-two

of the Deaf and HoH students (52%), are from NTID.

The other twenty-eight (48,},o)are cross registered in CIAS courses with the
hearing students.

amford@rocketmail.com
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DEMOGRAPHICS

(1):1

RESPONDENTS

MALE

FEMALE

TOTALS

Deaf
52 36.9'0
22 42.3'0
30 57.7'0
100%
.--------------.------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------

.~!:~_ ~f ~~!,_i!!9
Hearing
TOTALS

_ _ _! Q __ __.?;!

~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __~_ _ _~g:9_~0_

79 56.0'0
141 1oo'Yo

46

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ __~9;9_~~

58.2'0

73 males

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

33 41.8'0

100%

68 females

Note that I have chosen to classify the respondents into three groups: Deaf;
Hard-of-Hearing (HoH);a~earing.
HoH with the deaf for t~easons.

Fo~easons
I chose not to combinethe
First, since I am HoHmyself, I was curious

to see howthe HoHresponses differed from the other groups. Second, the life
experiences for the HoHdiffers greatly from the experiences of the other groups
as well. If the HoHgroup were to be combined,where wouldthey go? Why
combinethem with one group over another. Not onlyis separating the HoH
responses the policticallycorrect thing to do, it is the right thing to do.
Ages of the subjects range from 17years old to one 51 year youngNITD student.
The meanage is 20 years old. These students hail from nine different countries
and twenty-four states. NewYork has the highest representation with 29
students, leavingPennsylvaniaa distant second with 13 students.

PROCEDURES
It was clear from the start that a survey wouldbe the best instrument to collect
data. The originaldesign was done with the idea of collecting responses through
the Internet. However,a practical testing of the web site lead to the conclusion
that for control purposes it made more sense for hard copypaper distribution.

1 Numbers in parentheses

indicate the related survey question number.
amford@rocketmail.com
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The finished survey design incorporates four sections.

The first part asks

demographic questions; the second part queries interests and art experiences
prior to arriving at RIT; the third part focuses on the subject's art education; and
the fourth part concerns career and future goals. Eleven faculty and staff from
both NTID and CIAS provided feedback, all of which was incorporated into the
final survey.

Over thirty specific courses were selected within the visual and imaging arts
curriculum at CIAS and the imaging technology curriculum at NTID.
faculty

The twenty

who taught those courses were presented with a Plan of Work for this

project along with a request to participate.
distributed

Fifteen teachers agreed. They

and collected two hundred surveys which took about fifteen minutes of

class time.

Data was reviewed and coded for input to an Excel spreadsheet.

However, it

became apparent that a statistical analysis program would better serve this
project.

Two programs, SPSS and Minitab, were available on RITs VAX system.

However both applications presented hurdles: Lack of documentation; Limited
accessibility; and age, as both programs were severely dated versions. Ultimately,
Minitab, v. 11.0,was purchased for it's PCinterface and Windows functions.

Due

to the complexity inherent in this high power software and the time constraints of
this project, only basic statistical

breakdowns are included in this report.

amford@rocketmai
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SURVEYRESULTS
In the discussionthat follows,~rtain tables showingsimplestatistics accompany
the text. Within these tables the first number is the number of respondents
from that group. For example',in the DEMOGRAPHICS
table below,22 of the 52
deaf subjects are male. These initial numbers are followedwith a percentage
which represents the percentage of responses to that particular question or
category. Not all questions received responses from all survey takers. Some
questions requested or received multipleresponses from the same subject.
As is the case with the DEMOGRAPHICS
table, a discussionis not necessary. For
the majority of tables, observations, commentsand questions are raised. I'm sure
as one reads through this material, one willdeveloptheir ownset of observations
and questions.
DEMOGRAPHICS (1):
RESPONDENTS

MALE

FEMALE

TOTALS

Deaf
52 36.970
22 42.370
30 57.770
.--------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100%

.~~!:~_~J:Jj_~~~J~___!~~:!~o
Hearing
79 56.070
TOTALS
141 100%

~~9::~________

~___~_~:!?_(~

~___~~;!?_~~

46 58.270
73 males

VISUAL ART INTERESTED IN

33 41.870
68 females

100%

m:

The selections separately represented below are the seven concentrations
represented by the visual art classes participating in the survey. The "Other"
category includes the eighth area, Design.
Animation Interests:

None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
TOTALi
Deaf
6
11
9
14
12
52
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.~~~_~_~J:Jj_~~~J~

Hearing
TOTALS

2

:

~

)

~

--

)_<?______________
68

9

4

15

19

21

17

18

26

37

35

Due to no responses, some fields will not match general survey totals or equal 100%.
amford@roeketmail.eom
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Computer Interests: None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
3
11
10
28
..----.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~!:~-~~-~~~!~

:

!

:

~

Hearing
TOTALS

1
1

2
6

25
26

21
32

'!_---------------------------------------25
57

Film/Video Interests: None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
6
9
8
12
11
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~!:~-~-~~-~~~!~

:

?

~

~

Hearing
TOTALS

3
6

7
18

15
26

21
36

?_---------------------------------------29
42

Illustration Interests: None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
4
12
18
13
9
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~~-~-~~~-~~~!~

)

!

Hearing
TOTALS

3
8

18
31

~
20
41

~
18
35

)----------------------------------------19
29

Painting Interests:
None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
4
15
14
8
6
.-------------------------------------------------------.----------------.-----.-----------------------------------------------.~~_~_~_~~_~~!:i~
Hearing
TOTALS

~

!

~

~

4

13

24

17

20

~___________________________

10

29

41

25

27

Photography Interests: None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
3
7
10
11
17
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~!:~-~~~-~~~!~

~

'!

~

:

Hearing

1

5

10

18

~-----------------_._--------------------43

TOTALS

32

22

16

51

68

Sculpture Interests: None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
5
15
15
8
2
.----------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~!:~-~~~-~~!~

~

~

~

Hearing

3

18

20

~
19

18

!_-----------------------------------------

TOTALS

32

22

16

51

68

None
A Little
Some
Strong
Very Strong
Deaf
8
13
13
18
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Interests:

-

.~~!:~-~~~-~~~!~

~

~

~

~

~

Hearing
TOTALS

5
6

11
22

27
42

16
31

23
44

amford@rocketmail.com
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AGE FIRST RECOGNIZED ART (81:
Like many questions in this survey, the ambiguity was planned. Rather than influence
responses by predefined meanings,they were given this opportunity to come up with their
own idea of what is art without having to explain themselves.
BeforeAge5

Betweenages5 " 13

Betweenages13 " 18

saw it did it both

saw it did it both

saw it did it both

After age 18
saw it did it both Totals

Deaf
1
6 9
7
1
12
4
2
1
2
45
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hard of Hearina
2 2
1
1
1
1
1
9
~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hearing

14

8 26

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TOTALS

15

16 37

13

2

13

5

3

1

-

-

2

53
107

KIND OF VISUAL ART RECOGNIZED (9J:
Having answered above, this question asks for categorization. The numbers
suggest that a variety of visual art was recognized by all groups. Unfortunately,
least one more needs to be asked: Which was the visual art first recognized?
Animation

Computer

Film/Video Illustration

Painting

Photography

at

Sculpture

Other

Deaf
12
13
5
25
28
17
12
15
.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.~~~~_~J:~_~~~}~ ~
~
?
?
~
~
~
~---------Hearing
TOTALS

15
32

7
22

8
16

24
51

36
68

12
29

12
27

9
25

WHERE YOU WEREWHEN YOU RECOGNIZED ART (10):
Clearly, this question also needs refinement. While the responses show a variety
of locations art was recognized, one can't connect this data in a relevant way to
the prior two questions.
At Home

At School

At a Museum

At Church

Other

*

No Response

Deaf
24
26
10
2
3
2
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~~~_~J:~.~~~}~
!
Hearing
TOTALS

*

47
72

~

~

29
61

11
23

~

!

~____________________

-

5
9

3
6

2

Other: responses here included NTID, Hospital, Theater, Art Teacher's House, Outside, the Streets

amford@rocketmai
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WHO WAS WITH YOU WHEN YOU RECOGNIZED THE ART (12 J:

The diversity of people involvedin the discoveryof art is shownby the data below. One
must be cautious though, because some respondents listed a number of different people
whilesome survey takers did not respond at all.
Deaf

Hard of Hearing

Hearing

.~~I}(.~~~~I~

~!
?
~~
Mom
16
3
26
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTALS

~~_____.._______.___
45

Dad
12
1
11
24
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Uncle/ Aunt
7
3
10
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Brother/Sister
9
2
20
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~_~~~~~~~S~~

31

:

~

~~
~~.---...--.---.----.
Teacher(s)
13
3
10
26
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Classmate(s)
17
6
17
40
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Friend(s)
21
3
16
40
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Art Teacher(s)
16
2
27
45
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Artist(s)
1
2
3
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Adult(s)
4
1
4
9
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTALS
134
23
162
319
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both parent and teachers appear to playa larger role in art discovery for deaf students
than they do for hearing students. The questions this brings to mindis why? Are
parents and teachers more involvedwith deaf students at an early age? Are hearing
children more independent by nature? Or, are more self-sufficient at a younger age?
Again,one wonders howthis wouldcomparisonwouldbe if deaf children of deaf adults
were compared with these groups.
Deaf ("=52)

Hard of Hearing ("=10)

Hearing ("=79)

TOTALS

Mom
16
3
26
45
.-------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dad

12

1

11

24

TOTALS

28 52.8%

4 40.0%

37 46.8%

69 48.9%

Deaf

Hard of Hearing

Hearing

TOTALS

.~~~~~~~~)
~~
~
~~
~~....-.--......---Art
Teacher(s)
16
2
27
45
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTALS
29 55.8%
5 50.0%
37 46.8%
71 50.3%

.~~~~_~_~e~~~~i~~.~!_~~!!~~______________..........___._._____.___......___..______......._.._.______...__________..
Teacher & Art Teacher

-6

-1

-7

-14

TOTALS

23 44.2%

4 40.0%

30 38.0%

57 40.4%

amford@roeketmail.eom
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GROWING UP. DID AN ADULT ENCOURAGEYOUR ART (13al:

Allthree groups report significant adult encouragement. One wonders about the differences
between the Deaf and Hearing percentages, though. Is this an indicationof the recent
conclusionsof research on lowexpectations for deaf children by?? With approximately 90'0
of deaf children in the care of hearing parents, howmuchof a factor is communication?
Or is
there simplyless'encouraging'
interactiononthe deaf side?
Deaf

Hard of Hearing

Hearing

Combined

NO
13 25.0'ro
0 0.0%
11 13.9'ro
24 17.3'ro
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------YES TOTALS
37 71.1%
10 100%
68 86.1%
115 82.7%
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No Response
2
TOTALS
52
10
79
139

In looking at the breakdown of who the encouraging adults f!'.d..find
an interesting
pattern. Hearing kids seem to have a higher percentage of immediate family support.
Nearly twice as many hearing students than deaf students say they have their father's
encouragement. Another interesting note is that deaf students get nearly 50'0 more
encouragement from teachers as they do their fathers. Is their a correlation here with
residential school placement? Or are other social factors involved?
.~~~.~~~~~~~~:

~!:~f

~.~~5!_~f_~_~_~~!~

~~~~!~

~~_~_~!~~~___..____

Mom
23 62.2'ro
8 80.0'ro
53 77.8'ro
84 59.6%
.--------------------------.---.---------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dad
12 32.4'ro
5 50.0'ro
43 63.2'ro
60 42.610
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Relative(s)
2 00.5'ro
2 20.0510
23 33.8'ro
27 19.110
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Teacher(s)
17 45.9'ro
5 50.0'ro
41 60.3'ro
63 44.7%
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Adult(s)
3 00.8'ro
1 1O.0'ro
4 00.610
8 5.710
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF YES. WAS THIS ADULT AN ARTIST? (13b):
YES Breakdown4:
Deaf
Hard of Hearing
Hearing
Combined
NO
12
32.4'ro
5
50.0'ro
31
45.5%
48 34.5%
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YES
20 54.1%
2 20.0'ro
30 44.1'ro
53 38.110
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 Totals includemultipleresponses from the somesubjects.
4 Totals includemultipleresponses from the somesubjects.
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GRADEOF FIRST 'ART ONLY CLASS (14'):

In spite of the ambiguityof this question, the overall consensusshows -rn grade as the time
whenthe most of all students saw themselves in a class devoted to art. The intent with this
question was to lead into the next question, which might say somethingabout the strength of
the memory;was it the class itself, or was it the teacher that made the memory? The
dispersion of responses leads me to believethis question could have been presented in a less
ambiguousmanner. Or, with reference to Jung's work cited earlier, this maymerely indicate
comparableaccess and opportunity whilegrowingup.
PRE

1ST

2ND

311I)

4TH

5TH

6TH

7TH

8TH

9TH

10TH

COLLEGE

11TH

12TH

2

1

2

Hardof Hearina
- 1
2 1 2 1 1 1
~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

-

Deaf
5
4
4
6
1
3
17
1
2
2
.-------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.---.--.-----------------------

Hearing

5

13

4

1

4

3

3

25

5

8

2

-

2

1

TOTALS

10

17

9

3

10

4

7

44

7

9

5

2

3

3

DO REMEMBERTHE TEACHER'SNAME? (15):

Nearly twice as manyhearing students than deaf students say they do remember their
teacher's name. The percentages are different for each group. Is this a reflection of
the class? The teacher? The age of the student or grade level? Does it matter?
Probablynot. This question is simplytoo ambiguous:Doesone mean first name, last name,
both names? Sign name?
Deaf ("=52)
Hard of Hearing ("=10)
Hearing ("=79)
NO
28
53.8%
6
60.0%
31 39.2"0
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YES
23 44.2"0
4 40.0"0
45 57.0%
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HIGH SCHOOL GRADS COME BACK TO SHOW ART WORK? Clf}:

Another interesting question that is hard to analyze in terms of the responses in that the
majority of each group responded in the negative. Conversely,one could say that while
25'}'0 of the

deaf student had highschoolgraduates comebackto showtheir art, over

40% of the hearing students had that experience. The problem is, we don't knowwhat
the differences are in each subject's high school population. Those attending urban
schools might have a higher populationof graduates; those attending residential schools
might have significantly less.
Deaf ("=52)
Hard of Hearing ("=10)
Hearing ("=79)
NO
39
75.0%
6
60.0%
42 53.2%
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YES
13 25.0"0
4 40.0"0
34 43.0"0
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

amford@rocketmaiLcom
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DID YOU EVERWANT TO BE UKE ANYOF YOURTEACHERS? (lBI:

The wordingof this question could be better. If it had asked about the art teacher
remembered in question #15, we might be able to makea correlation between the two
questions. Eventhough deaf students answers are very close on both questions, hearing
students do a reversal. While 57'}'0do remember their first art teacher's name,over 5B'}'0
said they never wanted to be likea one of their teachers. One wouldpresume, art or
otherwise. Dothe problemsdiscussed with question #15, the best we can do here is
speculate.
Deaf (n:52) Hard of Hearing (":10)
Hearing (n:79)
NO
28
53.8%
5
50.0%
46 58.2%
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YES
24 46.2'Yo
5 50.0%
32
40.5'Yo
..--------------------.--.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MAIN KIND OF VISUAL ART WORK TODAY (19):

The seven selections represent the seven concentrations represented by the visual
art classes participating in the survey. The "Other" category includesthe eight
area, Design. Multipleresponses were expected, and received, allowingstudents
to freely select a range of interests.
Animation

Computer

Film/Video Illustration Painting Photography Sculpture
Deaf
4
34
8
6
19
1
.-----------------------.----------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

.~~~.~_?J:~_~~}~ :

Other
24

~

!

~

~~

:!

:

Hearing

4

20

20

13

2

41

15

25

TOTALS

8

60

21

25

21

64

16

54

LENGTH OF TIME DOING IT

~_________

.

1

(20):

Less than one-third of the deaf group has been working in their area of art for more than
three years. For the hearing population, the numbers are reversed with about two-thirds
having more than t~ee years experience working in their specialty area. Going back to Jung,
is this a result of i~qual access and opportunity? What other factors could be involved? Is
the work of Hurwitz, et aI, relevant here?
LESSTHAN1 YR

1 " 3 YRS

3 " 5 YRS

OVER5 YRS

no response

Deaf
1
3465.3%
5
5
1
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
?
!
~
~______________
.~~!:~_?J:~_~~~}~
Hearing
11
15
28 35.4%
24 30.4%
1
TOTALS

15

51

amford@rocketmall.com
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PLACEWHERE YOU'VE LEARNEDTHE MOST ABOUT THE KIND OF ART YOU DO (21
Clearly, college art classes play an important role in the art development of all groups.
However, the difference between the deaf and hearing responses regarding 'Other' is

interesting. That the groupsdiffer by 20'Yo seemssignificant. The easyfollow-up question
is where this 'other' place is. Is it grade school? Or cold it be at home, after school...or
perhaps independent of school altogether?
COLLEGE
ART CLASSES

HIGH SCHOOL
ART CLASSES

SUMMER
CAMPS

CHURCH
CAMPS

OTHER

Deaf
38
73.1ro
16 30.1%
1
1
5 09.6%
..--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.~~!:~-~J:~_~~~}~
Hearing
TOTALS

~__!~.~_~~
53 67.1'70
98

~__~9:~~~
17 21.2'70
37

!

5
7

~

2

~___~~~~!~__________

27 34.2'70
38

HAS ANY ART TEACHER HAD AN IMPACT ON YOUR ART? (22J:
This question is similar to question #18 but doesn't specify that it be an art teacher.
Though most of the written responses indicated it was an art teacher, other teachers

mentioned were in English, Social Studies, and Science. Whomever, the affirmative
response was universal.
Continuing with this question, students who responded yes were then asked, .What made
the teacher special? Answers ranged from the skills and talent of the teacher to the
teacher's ability to inspire the students. Most answers indicated that teachers, at least,
offered encouragement. Other students went further, stating that the encouragement
came from the personal attention directed to them, as well as simply being recognized

NO

Deaf (n:52)
17 32.6'10

yeS

34 65.4%

Hard of Hearing (n:10)
3 30.0'10

Hearing (n:79)
28 35.4'10

.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 70.0%

47 59.5%

.----------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------.----------
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HAS ANY ONE ARTIST HAD AN IMPACf ON YOUR ART? (231:

There maybe a number or reasons whythe 'yes' percentage dropped for this question.
That it drops below40% for the deaf group, which is a larger drop than for the hearing
group, raises questions for me about exposure to artists from different cultural
backgrounds. It also raises questions about curriculumdifferences.
Deaf (n:52)
Hard of Hearing (n:l0)
Hearing (n:79)
NO
28 58.3%
3 30.0'0
3949.4%
.--------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------

YES
20 38.5'0
7 70.0%
36 45.5'0
.---------------------------.-.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DO YOU KNOW ANY ARTIST WHO IS DEAf OR HARD-Of-HEARING?

(241:

Students followed'yes' answers with names of the deaf artists they knew. Not
surprisingly,the deaf students were aware of more deaf artists, and they
recognized manyof their deaf teachers as artists. Unfortunately, the
affirmative responses from the hearing group all includedthe same musical
composer,LudwigVanBeethoven.

£?!:~f.~~~~_~~ ~_~~~_~f_~~_~~!~_5~~!?) ~~!:~~_!~:??)_________._______________
NO
35
67.3%
3 30.0'0
69 87.3%
.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YES

16 31.0'0

6 60.0%

7

8.9:'0

WOULD YOU GO BACKTO YOUR HIGH SCHOOL TO SHOW YOUR ART? (251:

The deaf students seem a tad shy about goingback in comparisonwith the hearing
group. If they had seen other student's work before they left high school would
that have made a difference. Or, does this simplyaddress issues of self-identity
and self-confidence?
Deaf
Hard of Hearing
Hearing
NO
15
28.8'0
3
30.0'0
12 15.1'0
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YES
3567.3%
6 60.0%
66 83.5%
.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------
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DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AS A ROLE MODEL FOR YOUNGER ART STUDENTS? (321:
The same questions above (#25) could be asked here. Why is it that less than
45'}'oof the deaf students see themselves as role models when over 50'}'oof the

hearing students feel that way? How do these number reflect on exposure to role
models in general?
Deaf
Hard of Hearing
Hearing
50.0'Yo
31
49.2'Yo
NO
27
51.9%
5
.--.-----.-.----.--.-----.---------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------YES
22 42.3'Yo
5 50.0'Yo
42 53.2%
.-------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PLEASEEXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER TO THE LAST QUESTION? (331:
Three major themes emerged for both negative and affirmative

feelings about being role

models: Talent; Confidence; and Attitude.

From some of the students saying -No":
~

The only way rd see myself as a role model is as a person who stuck through art no
matter what the consequences. But I don't see my work worthy of role model material.

~

Not yet! Later in a few years whenrm more well known. Then I will perceive myself as

~

being a role model.
No. I didn't see any growing up and I don't know what it's like to have a role model. rve
seen teachers as my role models.

From some of the students saying -Yes":
My work and my attitude can surely rub off and has in the past. I have hard working
ethics and my work has exemplified it.
~ I would like to teach kids how to use Adobe Photoshop because I really love it. It makes
art easy for me.

~

~

As a deaf person with some skill and some knowledge of techniques, and a great deal of
experience in communicating and teaching, I could make a difference.

amford@rocketmail.com
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DISCUSSION

A few years ago I was approached a deaf artist about doingresearch on deaf
artists as role models. I was told that role modelswere fiction, that they didn't
really exist because anyoneand everyone can be a role modeltoday. This teacher
pointed out that too manyrole modelshave failed to sustain any modelother than
mediocrity. However,she concludedby addingthat if a person wanted to excel,
one might chose to emulate behavior and attributes of a variety of 'models.'
While I appreciate that teacher's thoughts, the literature remains full of
testimony supporting the role modelconcept. It is especiallyfilled with role model
effects on a variety of minorityyouth, as wellas on other marginalizedmembers
of society. However,there is substantially less role modeland mentoring
information related to the deaf. While fields such as math, science and the
performing arts do have notable deaf professionals serving as role models(Lang
and Meath-Lang,1995),the absence of contemporary deaf role models in the visual
and imagingarts is a shameful truth. One question from the survey asked if the
respondent knewany deaf artists.

ManyNTID students mentionedtheir art

instructors. Sadly, no one mentionedChuckBaird. At the other extreme, several
students from CIAS mentionedBeethoven. There appears to be a lot of room for
enlightenment at both ends of the spectrum.
The spark for this project was to investigate the source of motivationfor both
deaf and HoHstudents in visualart programs. Howwere their experiences similar
to hearing students in the same programs? Howwere they different? These basic
questions led to the developmentof this project.
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The data clearly shows that parental support is a commonthread amongall
respondents. Parents have the longitudinaladvantage of time for encouragement
and support. Individualteachers, no matter howdynamic,are transitional,
temporary models. Nonetheless, the influenceof educators grows as the students
ease awayfrom parental dependencyand life at home. In the earlier years there
seems to be a split between parents and elementary teachers in terms of when
they exert their influenceas motivators. Just as there appears to be a split
between high school and collegeart instructors in the later years as perceived by
students in all three groups.
Exposure to art, either through observation or active participation, is another
commonlinkbetween the groups. When consideringhowmuchin commonthe three
survey groups share, Jung's 'motivationalmodel'comes to mind. These students
enjoy a certain degree of access and opportunity which maynot exist outside this
academic institution.
This raises the question of what we, as educators and artists can do to proactively
facilitate artistic developmentwithout losingsight of the realities our students
willface whenthey return home. The Hurwitz, et al (1997) study reconfirms
prior studies which find that across cultures teachers and parents, both hearing
and deaf, of deaf children have .selectively lower career expectations for deaf

peoplethan they dofor hearingpeople.n
Is it reasonable to believe deaf students might be discouraged from pursuingtheir
artistic passionfor the sake of earning a living? Where are the deaf artists who
are workingas artists? Howdid they get their start? Where did they develop
their skills? Who were their influences? What advice wouldthey giveto aspiring
artists? What advice do they wish they had received? Doestheir art reflect
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Deaf themes? Who do they see as their audience? Perhaps if we knew more about
practicing deaf artists we would have better ideas of what to do on the academic
side of the fence..

Hopefully, others will be inspired to follow up the questions

raised in this study with questions of their own. One doesn't need to be a visual
artist to see that the obvious need for further

research.
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